
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... 

iPhone007x will be invented thinking about how many cams 

+ mic + remotes in her Ear and Glasses and all hidden from 

view of her recording her current event! Wow! 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... Hi 

Beautiful looking at her super women curls I will buy you a 

iPhone6Plus with a 007 Tiffany Necklaces... Mary B. Date Yes! 

Greg is working on getting a Trillion Dollars for Our Racing 

for the RxCure and 4 Trillion Years as soul-mates. Save the 

lives of a trillion SWF so we can Shine On For 777 Trillion 

years; oh thats after $777 Trillion we'll confiscate from 

Mecca + Allah for the Yale Key West Medical School, in every 

city + town on Earth!! Med Schools laser guided and state of 

the arts assembly lines for 15 Billion People. We will be the #1 

Med School ready for 15 Billion people. Imagine 15 Billion 

"Dentures" pulling teeth iApps... to save teeth + lives from 

rotten teeth, will help save some from getting dentures so 

maybe only 14 Billion "Dentures" on the assembly line with 

laser guided extractions. Ouch! 

Hi Beautiful... iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany 

Necklaces... Greg will invent for you Mary B! Hi Beautiful... 
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Hi Beautiful... iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany 

Necklaces... Greg will invent for you Mary B! Hi Beautiful... 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... 

Google Glasses are Out-Of-Date, grin! 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... 

"OJ" Men killing their ex Out-of-Date not yet but soon as the 

1984 II numb nuts Generals like... Gen. Martin E. Dempsey, 

the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, left, and Defense 

Secretary Chuck Hagel... the wrong people in their new Shock 

+ Awe war in Syria. Dempsey + Hagel need to find the 

"clones" of all these "War Criminals" who kill their ex... there 

are 19K women murdered in 2014 here is the story of the last 

one! 

9-16-14 Dempsey + Hagel are killing... SWF's in the USA by the 
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9-16-14 Dempsey + Hagel are killing... SWF's in the USA by the 

tens of thousands in the last few years... 

9-16-14 100,000 Pentagon Generals and not one of them 

would save these 2 womens lives... a war crime! 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will save 19K SWF ex's lives on 

the 1st day of a successful coup against the Pentagon. What 

Rx will they write? To save the lives of 19K ex's is not Rocket 

Science. Generals could have decades ago but refused this 

Order as Shock + Awe going into Iraqi gives the Generals to 

"Kill" people and the Pentagon Generals Syphilis on the 

Brain is so advanced they will refuse all orders to save the 

lives of the 2 women in the story below and the 19K who will 

be murdered in the next 12 months when the Generals will be 

in Syria! Hell No We Won't Go; is what the Generals should 

tell Obama! 

9-16-14 SALT LAKE CITY (ABC 4 Utah) - A former Utah man 

who admitted to killing his girlfriend may have done it 

again. He was just arrested in Indiana for what appears to 

be gruesome murder. A police report states that the suspect 

consumed parts of his victim after he killed her. It's possible 

he should have been locked up before the crime ever 

happened. A former Utah inmate who killed his girlfriend 16 

years ago in West Valley City has now allegedly killed again. 

"There was violence done to her body. Officers noticed that 

immediately," said Todd Hollis, Jeffersonville Police Dept. 

Police believe Thursday 33 year old Joseph Oberhandsley 

murdered his new girlfriend in Indiana. According to court 

documents, police found her body in bathtub "with a large 

portion of her skull missing." Oberhandsley was carrying a 

brass knuckle knife with blood all over it. "Right now we 

believe there was some trouble that had started in the last 

day or two with them," said Hollis. It's possible Oberhandsley 

shouldn't have been allowed out on the street. Back in 1998, 

he pled guilty to shooting this girlfriend Sabrina Elder in 

West Valley City. He also shot his own mother and then tried 

to kill himself, but he wasn't convicted of murder. Instead he 

got 15 years for manslaughter. "I thought the sentencing 

was too light. You know, because it was a plea down, to me it 
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was too light. You know, because it was a plea down, to me it 

was first degree premeditated murder," said Alfred Irmer, 

victim’s grandfather back in 2000. Oberhandsley was 

released from prison early in 2012. He moved to Indiana, 

while on parole he was charged with strangling a person 

and this past July, he was arrested after a high speed chase 

and was illegally carrying a gun. But none of that 

information got back to the Utah parole board. "Certainly if 

he had any new charges or arrests while on parole the board 

would've wanted to know that," said Greg Johnson, 

Administrative Coordinator, Utah Board of Pardons and 

Parole. Right now the Utah Board of Pardons and Parole is 

looking into why they weren't notified of Oberhandsley's 

arrests. There was also a mix up about his release from jail 

after one of those arrests. Somehow someone set his bail lower 

than prosecutors had asked, and it would've made it more 

difficult for him to get out of jail and kill again. 

9-16-14 "Gen. Martin E. Dempsey to Seek Combat Troops if 

Airstrikes Can’t Stop ISIS"By JEREMY W. PETERS and MARK 

New York Times as both Dempsey + the NY Times know ISIS has 

$777 Trillion in $4 gas in its "War Chest" witch will last a 

trillion years, a Godsend from Dempsey + the Pentagon for 

not Leaking the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model to 

2014 Model. Pentagon Generals shot themselves in the foot on 

9-11 as the money the Saudi terrorist got was from 

suppressing the ElectricWindmillcar. Mecca would of had 

millions of homeless if gas was .10 cents a gallon in 1980. 

Pentagon made Saudi + Mecca rich with $777 Trillion in $4 

gas money! 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... 

9-16-14 Key West Police Chief Donnie Lee ponders "body 

cameras" Key West Citizen - Police Chief Donie Lee recently 

tried on a pair of eyeglasses valued at more than $600. But 

Lee wasn't in the market for a new pair of shades. Instead, 

Key West's top cop was testing out the camera. 

9-16-14 Key West Police Chief Donnie Lee should log on to 

Tiffany for Laser Guided State of the Arts Body Cameras for 

KW Police! 
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KW Police! 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the Key West Police Chief 

Donnie Lee didn't pre order a iPhone6Plus from Apple yet but 

he will when the Key West Police have a group brainstorming 

session and write some iApps for Cops + iPhone6Plus camera 

accessories not yet on Apple's web to preorder the iPhone6Plus 

but they will after everyone reads todays web, grin! 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will save 777 Million 

Gamblers who lost Humanity 777 Trillion Inventions and 

Discoveries at Trump Casinos... ...on the 1st day of a 

successful coup 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will make Wynn watch the 

YouTube videos of ruined lives and suicides from gambling 

for the rest of his life... or just hand him over to the Gamblers 

Wives Revenge Group... Mass. gambling commission approves 

Wynn proposal for casino in Everett, MA 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... 

One Atlantic City casino bearing Donald Trump's name 

closed Tuesday and another is threatening to close in 

November, but Trump himself has mostly cut ties with 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Pratt and Whitney said it 

would use IBM's data analytics to predict aircraft engine 

trouble. NASA cryogenic liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen 

to feed the launch rocket's four giant engines. 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Pratt and Whitney said it 

would use IBM's data analytics aircraft engine to feed 77 

Million aircraft engines cryogenic liquid oxygen and liquid 

hydrogen. Berkeley is working on an invention project in "39 

Steps" to make a silent Aircraft Engine IBM missed this one! 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Pratt and Whitney using jet 

fuel since 1980 caused 100's Childrens Cancers and birth 

defects. CIA knows this but can't LEAK it. 
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9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Pratt + Whitney need to use 

O + H at -254 C to fly into orbit then land, I think no One at 

Pratt + Whitney is Brainstorming this iApp to fly a 757 into 

orbit and then land at LAX! 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat no one at IBM Watson wrote 

a database for flying 757 into orbit... Why? 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat IBM better ask Dr. Katrina 

about... cognitive tools powered by its Watson supercomputer 

that uses companies' internal data to answer questions 

about performance and efficiency, and predict outcomes... 

Brain Surgery which way should Dr. Katrina turn to get a 

new Brain Surgeons invention in tools or way to go about 

the surgery. IBM said the tool - the latest in a series of 

Watson products unveiled by IBM - will make more widely 

available data analytics capabilities long reserved for 

research scientists. And Brain Surgeons who will write a 

Hemingway Novel in Hemingway Writing Classes in Key West! 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Watson, which uses artificial 

intelligence to quickly analyze huge amounts of data and 

can understand human language, may ask several follow 

up questions to give clients the most accurate results possible. 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives crunch every Brain Surgery ever done.... 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives crunch every type of Surgery ever done... 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives... would certainly want this answer from 

IBM Watson! 

9-16-14 4 MD Wives premium features of International 

Business Machines Corp cognitive tools powered by its Watson 

supercomputer left out "when 15 Billion People are Here". 

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... Hi 

Beautiful looking at her super women curls I will buy you a 

iPhone6Plus with a 007 Tiffany Necklaces... Mary B. Date Yes! 
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iPhone6Plus with a 007 Tiffany Necklaces... Mary B. Date Yes! 

Greg is working on getting a Trillion Dollars for Our Racing 

for the RxCure and 4 Trillion Years as soul-mates. Save the 

lives of a trillion SWF so we can Shine On For 777 Trillion 

years; oh thats after $777 Trillion we'll confiscate from 

Mecca + Allah for the Yale Key West Medical School, in every 

city + town on Earth!! Med Schools laser guided and state of 

the arts assembly lines for 15 Billion People. We will be the #1 

Med School ready for 15 Billion people. Imagine 15 Billion 

"Dentures" pulling teeth iApps... to save teeth + lives from 

rotten teeth, will help save some from getting dentures so 

maybe only 14 Billion "Dentures" on the assembly line with 

laser guided extractions. Ouch! 

9-16-14 Hi Beautiful... I will buy you a iPhone6plus that has 

an iApp to call IBM! 

9-16-14 Hi Beautiful... I will buy you a iPhone6plus that has 

an iApp to call IBM! 

9-16-14 Hi Beautiful... I will buy you a iPhone6plus that has 

an iApp to call IBM! 

9-16-14 Hi Beautiful... I will buy you a iPhone6plus that has 

an iApp to call IBM! 

9-16-14 Hi Beautiful... I will buy you a iPhone6plus that has 

an iApp to call IBM! 

9-15-14 IPhone6Plus Tiffany Necklaces, catch the wind of the 

iPhone6 Plus as it can remember everything you don't so buy 

the iPhone6Plus that has the most memory... and of course 

sign up for iCloud for more memory! 

http://www.tiffany.com/Shopping/CategoryBrowse.aspx?cid=

287465#p+1-n+10000-c+287465-s+5-r+-t+-ni+1-x+-pu+-f+-

lr+-hr+-ri+-mi+-pp+
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9-15-14 iPhone women carry their phones in bags... have 

some imagination like John Lennon if he were alive today 

would buy Yoko Diamond Necklaces... to carry her 

iPhone6Plus around! 

9-15-14 You gain as much as you pay for muscle memory... in 

your iPhone6plus While one handed use will be easier for 

men than women due to larger hand size, carrying around 

an iPhone 6 will be more of an issue to men than women. 

This is because many women carry their phones in bags... 

have some imagination like John Lennon if he were alive 

today would buy Yoko Diamond Necklaces... to carry her 

iPhone6Plus around! catch the wind of the iPhone6Plus 

remember its memory is your memory so get the iPhone6Plus 

was the most memory possible until iPhone007Plus had more 

memory than you can ever use as a CEO or Rocket Scientists 

at NASA... sure Apple will only sell 3 or 4 instead of 3 or 4 

million the first day but these buyers will give 15 Billion 

People live rather than let the 1984 II numb nuts like 

McCain + Kerry destroy the Earth in WW III over the 

suppressed electricWindillcar! 

9-15-14 

http://www.tiffany.com/Shopping/CategoryBrowse.aspx?cid=

287465#p+1-n+10000-c+287465-s+5-r+-t+-ni+1-x+-pu+-f+-

lr+-hr+-ri+-mi+-pp+ 

9-15-14 http://www.medgadget.com/ wrote up the Electronic 

Film Breast Sensor but they are 1984 II MD's who write in a 

Era George Orwell would be shot let alone taken to the Tower 

of London. Really! But note what they could write... early 

diagnosis is imperative!!! Homeland Security at Air Ports 

and Social Security Offices the last decades took these women 

out and shot them... so they can keep their high paying jobs 

catching terrorists who are financed by the Saudi Royal 
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catching terrorists who are financed by the Saudi Royal 

Family... wow! 1984 II and Hillary sold her soul and let all 

these women die instead of Moving Homeland Security to the 

women. early diagnosis is imperative... early diagnosis is 

imperative... 

... early diagnosis is imperative 

...early diagnosis is imperative 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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